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earth metals--except, possibly, europium--a small, approxi 
mately temperature-independent paramagnetic susceptibility 
of magnitude 1 x 10- 6 g - 1 cm2 [siC, same as emu/gm] ex
ists, and this originates from the conduction electrons . " 
From this it is seen that the magnetic susceptibility data of 
y-Ce do not require the density of states of y-Ce to be any 
larger than those of other rare earth metals . 

From the abo\'e discussion it is concluded that the ex
pe"i.llc:1113.1 rcsisth'ity and m:lL,:,'" susceptibili'y data are 
c01sistent with the band structure. ! aposed herein for y-Ce 
:'s shown in Fig . 6a. 

'i, '~ Q - CERIU\I. 

The 11on- integr:ll value proposed for the valence of Q- Ce . , 

I' " :, c' sts llJ It ;lhout 60 per cent 0' \'e 4f ele\ ')'ons no 
. ... , ,,,'C U Jy the I)l.e eit:cll'On -if band and are pl 11bably in 

; i .. nd . A b,u:d structure which would take this in 'ac-
).L'L l~) "h(J',l,n in Fig. 6b . In this model one wuuld e}"1Jec t 

high density of states (much larger th:ln 2.0 states/eV/atom) 
sine.; the Fermi level would lie slightly below the middle of 
the 4f band. An ex, mination and an analys is of the published 
low temperature specific heat data indicates that the density 
of states is indeed \'ery large. (Fig. 7) At low temperatures 
« lOOOK) cerium consists of a mixture of Q and ,3 phas es . 
Because of this, y \'alues, which were obtained as the inter
cepts of Uw straight lines in Fig . 7, were assumed to be equal 
to the weighted sum of the y value of each phase, i. e.: 

y=Wa Ya .,..(l - wa )Yj3 (16) 

where Wa is the faction of Q in the sample. The electronic 
spt2eific heat constant of ,3-Ce (y~) was assumed to be 18 
cal/g-at. deg 2

, the same as that of y-Ce . The data of 
Parkinson el al. [41] yield a value of 131 x 10- 4 cal/g-al 

.deg 2 for the electronic spec ific heat constant of Q-Ce; the 
data of Parkinson and Roberts [36] for their sample which 
had been cycled 50 times yield 200 x 10- 4

; and the data of 
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Lounas maa [10] yield a mean value of 138 x 10- 4 for his sam
ples I and II. The amounts of Ct and ~-Ce present in the firs t 
t..,,;o investigators' samples were not known and were estimat
ed on the basis of the results of Gschneidner, et al. [ 37]. 
From X-ray measurements Lounasmaa, however, did give 
estimates of the amounts of Ct and ~-Ce present in his sam
ple, and therefore, we fee l that his value for the electronic 
con~ta!1t of Q-Ce is the best available. By using Eqn. (3) a 
"alue of y = 138 x 10- 4 ) ielcls a density of states of 12.2 
stat's/eV/atom at the Fermi level of the 1/3 filled 4f one -
e' ,un band of !i-Ceo It is assumed since the band is only 
1 ; . '!t'd that the top of this band is greater than 12. 2. 

:,: he... 19h there is a large \'ariation in the y values es-
• .1 in the abo\'e manner , the important thing is 1 at they 

.11 extremely large . This variation may be due, not only 
'pprc-x i ,!1ations im'olYcd in estimating the quantities 

',d ,">Ce in Lte samples, but also to impurities which 
lange the electron concentration and thus the Fermi 

Any small change in the Fermi level would be C:Vec t
, J cause a large change in the density of states bu'ause 

ui the narrowness of the 4f band. 
With such a narrow band the high density of states of 

Q-Ce should be \'erv sensiti\'e to temperature and to impuri
ties. Indeed by uSi-ng the method of 1\.Iott [42], the degener 
acy temperature of this band is calculated to be 116°K, Alloy
ing studies wou ld be very re\'ealing if one could prevent the 
)-Ce from forming upon cooling. Indeed it would be desirable 
if one could obtain pure Q-Ce to measure the physical proper 
ties of it at low temperatures . 

When y-Ce transforms to Q-Ce it not only undergoes a 
large \'olume contraction, but also a large decrease in the 
electrica l r es istivity (from 70 JL ohm-cm to 30 J.l ohm-cm). 
This decrease in resistidty can be crudely accounted for by 
the increase in the number of conduction electrons (by about 
2/ 3 of an electron per atom) and the decrease in the number 
of 4f electrons (by abou t 2/3 of an electron per atom), which 
give rise to the magnetic contribution to the resistivity. In
terband scattering (s-f and d-f) would be e:-.-,pected to cause 


